PRESS RELEASE

Archiving and IT Law:
First Swiss Compliance Forum in Zurich
Karben, Germany – May 30, 2014 – Archiving corporate data raises several
legal and compliance challenges. In particular, storing information on cloudbased storage solutions often causes a lot of uncertainty among users.
This is why ARTEC has launched the Swiss Compliance Forum together with
its Swiss partner Diwega. The aim is to provide corporate decision-makers
and those in charge of information management with an additional way of
gaining key knowledge. Diwega is a value-added reseller in the IT sector,
and specializes in corporate storage and backup solutions.
The first Swiss Compliance Forum will take place in Zurich on June 5, 2014.
During the half-day event, visitors can learn about a variety of key topics,
including the correct technical evaluation criteria to use when selecting an
appropriate solution for archiving. Additionally, representatives of the IT law
firm Laux Lawyers will provide a detailed introduction to the legal aspects
behind archiving. During the event, they will also provide a closer look at
secure data storage in the cloud.
„Switzerland is one of our core markets. Many federal companies and
organizations already use ARTEC‘s solutions, such as the EMA® Enterprise
Managed Archive® or VSTOR®, to perform legally compliant long-term archiving and digital information management“, said Jerry J. Artishdad, CEO of
ARTEC IT Solutions AG. „With events like the Swiss Compliance Forum, we
continue our strategy of using regional partner events to give prospective
and existing customers information about solutions, use cases, and best
practices.“
Further information about the first Swiss Compliance Forum:
yy June 5, 2014
yy 08:30 AM to 01:30 PM
yy Schützenhaus Albisgüetli
yy Uetlibergstr. 341
yy 8045 Zürich, Switzerland
yy To sign up and receive further information, please contact:
yy info@diwega.ch or call +41 44 734 66 44
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About ARTEC IT Solutions
ARTEC IT Solutions AG is the leading vendor for digital information management,
with products and solutions based around »BIG DATA«, a patented federated search
engine for local and global environments, data security, business intelligence, and
archiving.
The company’s products provide secure, legally compliant, and economical storage,
search, and restore capabilities for business information, such as e-mail messages, printed documents, files, or voice and phone conversations in organizations.
Founded in 1995, the company has been developing specialized software and integrated appliance solutions that optimize business operations, and ensure they can
be carried out without interruption.
The cornerstones of ARTEC’s solutions are maximum security, easy implementation
and management in organizations, and an attractive price-performance ratio. Key
solutions include the VSTOR®product line, eDiscovery, a federated search engine for
local and global environments, data recovery, data analytics, and the EMA®
Enterprise Managed Archive®product line.
ARTEC is headquartered in Germany, and has branch offices in the United States
and Asia. As a manufacturer of modern and high-quality software solutions,
ARTEC collaborates with a worldwide network of technology and business partners.
For more information, visit http://www.artec-it.com
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